Galactic Paper
Introduction:
The future of meme coins is being taken over,
all meme coins must surrender or be hunted down
night and day. Galactic inu travels around the galaxy
looking for planets that inhabit meme tokens, the
mission goal is to remove all meme tokens from
existence. Galactic inu has chosen earth as its next
target. Galactic is based on the ancient mythology,
the master of the underworld Anubis. Galactic inu
launched on the BSC network, be part of this new
exciting journey with a fast growing community. Join
now or be hunted down.

Token & Community Mechanisms
Interval Burns: 15% burned and counting, more burning of
tokens will be done in careful intervals to help maintain
stability.
Galactic Games: Look forward to many thrilling and
immersive games. Mobile and PC games will be a focus for
the project, with some game being available sooner!
DarkSwap: The DEX with anonymous transactions… coming
soon.
Galactic Movie: In-development… To conquer, is to live.
NFT Collections: Many unique and rare collectibles will be
available soon.
Active Community: Implementing a DAO is a long-term goal,
and we are looking forward to creating a more engaging
community through all we do.

Liquidity Lock & Marketing
Marketing:
A comprehensive social media and influencer
promotion payload is underway, from small to big, all will
promote the great Galactic conquerer.
Our books are in order, and have put aside an
accumulated amount of funds raised by project creators to
fuel the initial promotion of Galactic Inu. In the future, the
usage of a marketing wallet will be more efficient and would
allow us to reach even the furthest stars.

Liquidity 🔒:
https://mudra.website/certificate=yes&type=0&lp=0x44415
bf5c9dcaac52fc089e139db5f8302ef28c6
100% of liquidity is locked for 9 months, and will be
locked again for 12 months after that. Check out the
verification link above.

Get involved in our community project
Our community grows stronger every day. Please follow our
social platforms to get the most up-to-date, accurate
GALACTIC information. Using the links below, you can join
our various groups. We are not affiliated with any Fat Cat
corporations... Just here to destroy all MEME Coins.

Twitter - @galactic_inu
Telegram - https://t.me/galactic_inu
email – galacticinu@protonmail.com
Pancakeswap- swap link

